The High Efficiency and Resolution Multi Element Spectrograph, HERMES is a facility-class optical spectrograph for the AAT. It is designed primarily for Galactic Archeology, the first major attempt to create a detailed understanding of galaxy formation and evolution by studying the history of our own galaxy, the Milky Way. The goal of the Galactic Archeology with Hermes (GALAH) survey is to reconstruct the mass assembly history of the Milky Way, through a detailed spatially tagged abundance study of one million stars. The spectrograph is based at the Anglo Australian Telescope (AAT) and is fed by the existing 2dF robotic fiber positioning system. The spectrograph uses VPH-gratings to achieve a spectral resolving power of 28,000 in standard mode and also provides a high-resolution mode ranging between 40,000 to 50,000 using a slit mask. The GALAH survey requires a SNR greater than 100 for a star brightness of V=14. The total spectral coverage of the four channels is about 100nm between 370 and 1000nm for up to 392 simultaneous targets within the 2-degree field of view. Hermes was commissioned in late 2013, with the GALAH Pilot starting in parallel with the commissioning. The GALAH survey started in early 2014 is currently about 33% complete. We present a description of the motivating science; an overview the instrument; and a status report on GALAH Survey.
INTRODUCTION
The latest in a long history of instruments developed by the AAO Instrumentation Group (IG) for the Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT) is the High Efficiency and Resolution Multi-Object Spectrograph (HERMES) [1] - [9] , [17] - [20] . HERMES is a facility instrument, designed to provide high-resolution multi-object spectra in the visible. The primary science driver is Galactic Archaeology, in which detailed abundances of up to 29 elements are used to chemically tag stars in order to understand their origin and star formation history. The primary program is the Galactic Archaeology with HERMES survey (GALAH), which has begun as a pilot survey in late 2013 and is now in full data gathering operations. GALAH will measure the chemical abundances of 1,000,000 stars in the Milky Way. HERMES provides a nominal spectral resolving power of 28,000 for GALAH with a high-resolution mode of about 45,000, over 4 non-contiguous bands within the 370-1000 nm window. The opto-mechanical design of HERMES 2 allows for reconfiguration of the bands to enable astronomers to pursue other spectral bands of interest between 370 -1000 nm. The spectrograph uses four large 500 x 200mm Volume Phase Holographic (VPH) gratings and is fed by the 2dF fiber-positioning robot at the AAT telescope prime focus. There are two slits of 392 science fibers each that allow for one slit to collect science data while the robot configures the fibers feeding the other slit for the next observation. Details of the 2dF positioner system are available in [23] .
The AAO completed the assembly, integration and testing of the HERMES spectrograph at the AAO headquarters in Sydney; delivered the instrument to the AAT site in mid 2013; and along with the GALAH team, fully commissioned the instrument in Oct-Dec 2013. As of the writing of this proceedings (May 2016) the Galah survey has recorded detailed high-resolution, high SNR spectra for about 300,000 stars. From those data, those two abundance catalogues have been calculated: One includes 30,000 stars with 29 elements taken from in K2 fields, and the other contains 200,000 stars with 13 elements. The goal is to compute abundances for 29 elements for each star, however, not all elements are possible in all stars due to temperature or blending or low abundance. *asheinis@aao.gov.au; phone +61 2 93724821; fax +61 2 93724880; www.aao.gov.au 
SCIENTIFIC MOTIVATION
Hermes is designed primarily for Galactic Archeology, the first major attempt to create a detailed understanding of galaxy formation and evolution by studying the history of our own galaxy, the Milky Way. The goal of the Galactic Archeology [21] , [22] with Hermes (GALAH) survey is to reconstruct the mass assembly history of the Milky Way, including star formation history and accretion history, through a detailed spatially tagged abundance study of one million stars. About half of the stars in the Milky Way are old. We see ancient stars around us in the thin disk, the thick disk, the stellar halo, the inner bulge, and in satellite dwarf galaxies. Hermes/Galah will usher in a new era of understanding of the Milky Way, by studying these fossil remnants of the Galaxy. We know that almost all surviving open star clusters are chemically homogeneous for heavier elements and some are for light elements as well. The detailed chemical makeup of these stars is likely to be conserved, even after they are dispersed, i.e. the stars from a particular star-forming event are likely to have the same detailed distribution of element abundances. Using the abundance distribution to identify stars born together or accreted together and long since dispersed is called chemical tagging. Figure 2 .
TOP LEVEL SPECIFICATIONS
Table1. Wavelength ranges of theHERMES'scameras, and thephotometric equivalents that were used for each camera in this work. They are visually represented in a simplified form in Figure 2 . The HERMES spectrograph is required to achieve the following top-level functional performance specifications:
1) The HERMES system should have high spectral resolution (λ/∆λ) of ~50,000 at multiplex of 400 targets. (For Stellar Astrophysics, Interstellar Medium, and Radial Velocity Variability science cases.)
2) The HERMES system shall provide 4 configurable windows located in the wavelength range 370 -1000 nm. 
OPTICAL SYSTEM OVERVIEW
HERMES is a four channel fiber-fed spectrograph with high resolution and multi-object capability. It provides a nominal spectral resolution of R~28,000, and an option of higher resolution of R~50,000 using a slit-mask at the cost of approximately 50% light loss. The details of the design are presented in [25] .
The HERMES is fed by the AAT's existing Two-Degree Field (2dF) optical fiber positioner [10] , [23] , [24] . The Two Degree Field system ("2dF") is designed to allow the acquisition of up to 392 simultaneous spectra of objects anywhere within a two degree field on the sky. It consists of a wide-field corrector, an atmospheric dispersion compensator and a robot gantry which positions optical fibers to 0.3 arcseconds on the sky. A tumbling mechanism with two field plates allows the next field to be configured while the current field is being observed. ..,,. 
SPECTROGRAPH PERFORMANCE

Spectrograph on-sky performance
HERMES on-sky commissioning was carried out over the months of October, November and December 2013. A range of observations were carried out providing the following data; determining readout speeds and combination of amplifiers, the required calibrations and their exposure times, PSF variations, fiber cross talk and scattered light levels, and overall instrumental resolution and throughput. This information allowed selecting the default instrument settings, to determine the magnitude limits, to set up the focus procedure and to confirm the appropriate alignment of the optics. A summary of the commissioning results is presented in [25] .
In addition, the Galah team has monitored the resolution, throughput, scattered light and ghosting during all science observations since the instrument has been commissioned. These results are presented in a forthcoming paper [26] and are summarized below.
Spectral Resolution
HERMES provides two resolution modes, the nominal resolution mode of R ~ 28,000 and a higher resolution option of R=45,000-50,000 utilizing a slit-mask (at the cost of 50% light loss). The HERMES nominal and mask mode spectral resolution was measured using the .. The throughput of the AAT+2dF+HERMES system was determined by measuring the detector counts over a range of standard star observations. The over all flux transformation equations (from star to detector) are given below for each channel: e-per resolution element per hour = 10^(-0.4(0.89*I -22.33)) Note that in the above transformations, B, V, R, I refer to the Johnson B,V, R and I filters which are the nearest photometric bands to the four HERMES channels, and is based on the median seeing (1.5") conditions at Siding Spring Observatory. Table 1 gives the corresponding magnitude limit to achieve 10 4 electrons (signal-to-noise = 100) per resolution element in one hour of exposure time. The total system efficiency meets the designed 10% throughput specification.
Throughput
Blue
Channel Magnitude
Blue B = 14.2 Green V = 13.8 Red R = 14.0 IR IR = 13.8 Table 3 . The magnitude limits for each HERMES channel to achieve 10 4 electrons per resolution element, in the nominal HERMES resolution mode. The use of the high-resolution mask reduces the flux by a factor of two, raising the limiting magnitude by 0.7mag. Overall the HERMES throughput performance meets the required specification to obtain a signal-to-noise of 100 per resolution element for a 14 th magnitude star within one-hour exposure time. During lunar bright time, the sky background limits observations of targets fainter than 14 th magnitude. In darker skies, HERMES could be used to observe targets down to 17 th magnitude over extended exposure times to achieve S/N ratio between about 30-50.
Figure 5 shows that HERMES meets the design requirement that signal to noise per resolution element (S/N) should be
Throughput Monitoring
Overall system relative throughput is monitored as a function of time, by querying the data taken for spectrophotometric standards. Figure 6 shows 18 months of average relative throughput. No major degradation trend in either the fiber system or the spectrograph throughput has been observed to date. 
Ghost and Scattered light
Scattered light in the form of dispersed background light from surface reflections is minimal in HERMES, shown in figure 12 . The inter-slitlet regions on the detector can be used to measure the minimum signal and model the shape of the scattered light with a low order polynomial (as shown in Figure 13 ) and subtract as part of the standard data reduction process [11] - [16] , [27] . A Littrow ghost, typical for VPH gratings used close to its Littrow configuration, affects HERMES data in all channels and is shown in Figure 7 . The ghost images appear as small localized spots and fall spatially mirrored on the detector in a predictable manner forming the shape of the curved slit. The intensity of the ghost is at most 0.03% of the total flux in the originating fiber. Figure 7 . A test flat field exposure with some of the fibers masked to identify the ghost.
Data quality
Early on in the commissioning process it was observed that the Hermes data had an excess of cosmic ray hits. An example image of this is shown in Figure 8 . It has subsequently been determined that the glass in the field lens is the source of emission for the excess radiation detected. After extensive testing of more than 20 different materials in the lab an excellent solution was found in 2 high-index glasses. This is in addition to Fused Silica and Alon, which do not show any emission, but whose index is too low to be used as "drop in" replacement to the existing field lens. The details of this testing process and the resulting data will be the topic of an upcoming paper. 
PSF variations and fiber cross talk
The optical PSF varies across the detector both spatially and spectrally in all channels. At the spatial center of the detector, the PSF convolved with a fiber image is circular with a typical spectral FWHM of 3.5pix at the blue wavelength end of the detector increasing to ellipseshaped PSF convolved with a fiber images with a typical FWHM of 5.0pix at the red wavelength end of the detector. At the spatial top and bottom regions of the detector the elliptical PSF convolved with a fiber image is inclined in opposite directions. As shown in figures 9, 10 and 11, this pattern matches the optical design of the instrument.
On
Niso 
Figure 10. (Left) shows the measured fiber images for the blue camera at the center and edges of the field. (Right) shows the predicted (from Zemax) fiber images at the center and edges of the field. Figure 11. Example of two arc lines in the corners of a red arm image, before (top) and after (bottom) the geometric correction. Left image shows the shape of an arc line in the top left corner and right image shows it in the top right corner of an image. Notice that the distortion effects the centroids of the two arc lines differently. The line is divided into 7 subwindows, seen here as rows of pixels. The calculated centre of the line in each subwindow is marked with a red dot and the centre of the line as measured over the whole aperture is marked in green. A transformation has to be found that moves the red points onto the green ones, as illustrated by red arrows. The resolution in the bottom panel is improved by
⇠ 15% over the resolution in the top panel. Figure 2 . Example of t wo arc lines in t he cor ners of a red ar m image, bef or e (t op) and aft er (bottom) the geometric correct ion. Left image shows t he shape of an arc line in the top lef t corner and right image shows it in t he t op right corner of an image. Not ice that opt ical aberrat ions dist ort t he t wo arc lines di↵er ent ly. Aperture is divided int o 7 subaper t ures, seen here as rows of pixels. The cal culat ed cent re of the line in each subapert ure is marked wit h a red dot and t he cent re of t he line as measured over t he whole apert ure is marked in green. A t ransformat ion has to be found t hat moves the red points onto t he green ones, as illust rat ed by red arrows. T he resolut ion in t he bot t om pannel is improved by ⇠15%o verthe resolut ion inthetop pannel. 
J
The extension of the PSF in the spectral direction reduces the effective spectral resolution, but the most significant impact of this is on the fiber-to-fiber cross talk within each slitlet. The cross-talk level is such that 3-5% of flux from a fiber in the first and last 100 fibers affects its adjacent fibers. Given the limited hardware options to remove or reduce the observed cross talk, this level of crosstalk will require care during data reduction. Options being investigated include extracting the spectra using a 2D deconvolution and hard-edge clipping the affected data, which would cause a loss of signal but would ensure minimal contamination. These are detailed in [27] . 
Figure 12. (Left) plots flux vs. pixel position for a vertical cut across a fiber flat field image, zoomed in the center of the detector in the HERMES Red channel. Note the flux going down to the bias level between the two slitlets, and the flux between the individual fibers goes down similarly. (Right) plots the vertical cut in the same fiber flat, zoomed in the top of the detector. Note here the flux between the two slitlets go down to bias level, but flux level between individual fibers does not, indicating there is illumination from the adjacent fibers.
Wavelength Scale Fitting
The wavelength scale is calibrated through spectra of a Thorium-Xenon (ThXe) arc lamp. One arc spectrum for each arm is taken before or after each science exposure. It serves as a calibration for only the science exposures observed with that fiber configuration. This process is detailed in [27] .
cent re of the line in each subapert ure is marked wit h a red dot and t he cent re of t he line as measured ov in green. A t ransformat ion has to be found t hat moves the red points onto t he green ones, as illust rat e in t he bot t om pannel is improved by ⇠15% over the resolut ion in thetop pannel. 
F i b re cr oss t alk
Fibre cross t alk is t he fract ion fibre and being det ect ed in t h aperture) where a neighbourin Fibre cross t alk is measure Because fibre cross t alk varies f sible t o measure it for each fib variat ions are small and predi can be measured for each slit le ual fibres. T he amount of fibre t he spect rum in each fibre and image. T wo separat e fibre cross for t he leak from t he precedin 
Telluric absorption lines removal
Removal of telluric absorption lines are corrected by fitting the telluric lines directly to observed spectra, using ESO's Molecfit software (Kausch et al. 2015; Smette, A. et al. 2015), release 1.1.1. Molecfit fits synthetic telluric absorption lines to spectra. Due to processing time constraints we first average all the spectra of objects in one image and fit the telluric absorption spectrum only once. For each fiber we calculate the difference from the average airmass and scale the fitted telluric spectrum accordingly. The individual spectra are then divided by scaled telluric spectra. An example of fitting and removal of telluric lines is shown in Figure 15 . Details of the fitting a removal process are given in [27] .
10 J. Kos et al. or resp ect ively a to k in Table B1 ). Gray rect angles show the precision of t he wavelengt h given in t he lit erat ure. The largest rect angle in the gr een arm plot means t hat t he wavelengt h is given wit h 1 decimal place, next size is 2 decimal places. Average shift and dispersion are plot t ed wit h dashed horizontal lines. Lines t hat we did not find in t he lit erat ure and have only t he nearest line gi ven in t he t able B1 are ex cluded from t his calculat ion.
in t he redward part of t he green arm and none in t he blue arm.
W hen t he moon is up, t he majority of t he sky background in t he sky spect rum comes from moonlight . Fields closer t han 30 • from t he moon are avoided, so t he moonlight cont ribut es at most 120 count s per hour per pixel t o t he sky spect rum.
In addit ion, we observe an unexplained flux of about 10 t o 20 count s per hour per pixel (in blue and IR arm respect ively). T he spect rum of t his cont ribut ion appears smoot h. Despit e best e↵orts, we were unable t o ident ify t he source. It does not show any t elluric absorpt ion lines, so it must originat e from somewhere near t he t elescope.
In a few fields close t o t he Galact ic plane we observe emission lines coming from hot gas in t he Milky Way. In such cases t he sky subt ract ion cannot be t rust ed, as t he nebulae in t he Milky Way are much more st ruct ured t han what can be sampled by 25 sky fibres. Fortunat ely, t he GA LA H survey typically observes regions far away from t he Galact ic plane ( |b| > 10 • ,s ee(Martell & t he GA LA H collaborat ion 2016)), and so such occurrences are very rare. T he pipeline has no safety swit ch t o t ell t he compromised fields from normal ones, but provides a spect rum before t he sky subt ract ion, so t he user can decide whet her t he subt ract ion is st ill usable or not for t heir particular applicat ions.
Subtraction
W it h 25 sky fibres, including t hose t hat might be illposit ioned on background sources, we have t o int erpolat e t he sky spect rum over t he whole field wit h a diamet er of 2 • . In addit ion, we must be aware of t he changing resolut ion across t he wavelengt hs and fibres. T he lat t er is solved by correct ing t he opt ical aberrat ions. Only a small variat ion of t he order of 3% remains (see Figures C1 and C2 ). T his is less t han t he relat ive noise of t he sky emission lines, so t aking it int o account is not necessary. T he resolut ion is changing more along t he wavelengt h axis, but t his change is t he same for sky fibres and object fibres so t he subt ract ed sky spect ra always have t he correct resolut ion at every wavelengt h.
In t he first st ep we measure t he fibre t hroughput s from a flat field. Excluding t he dead fibres, t he t hroughput s of fibres can be up t o 50% di↵erent for di↵erent fibres (Si mpson et al. 2016). A s ment ioned above, t he flat lamps do not illuminat e fibres evenly; t he illuminat ion depends on t he posit ion and orient at ion of t he fibre. On t he ot her hand, a flat field is t aken for every observed fibre configurat ion, so combining flat fields from di↵erent configurat ions is enough t o average out t he variat ions in t he fibre illuminat ion. Fibre t hroughput s are t herefore measured from an averaged flat field and are represent ed by 5t h-order Chebyshev polynomials, t racing t he t hroughput at all wavelengt hs. T he fibre wit h t he highest t hroughput has t he t hroughput set t o one and all t he spect ra are normalized according t o t his scale 
GALAH Survey update
The primary science driver for the HERMES spectrograph is to carry out a large-scale Galactic Archaeology survey of the Milky Way [21] . The goal of Galactic Archaeology is to reconstruct the lost substructures of the proto-galaxy, thereby obtaining a detailed physical picture of the formation and evolution of the Milky Way. The GALAH (Galactic Archaeology with HERMES) survey is designed to carry out this task using the chemical tagging technique as a means to exploit the vast chemical inventory of one million disk stars [22] . The GALAH survey is an Australian-led project with members from 9 Australian institutes and several key international partners.
Observation summary
The GALAH survey was granted 75 nights of observing time over the period of February 2014 to January 2015 to begin its main observing campaign. In the first 56 nights of the main survey, GALAH observed 69884 stars in 192 main survey fields, as well as the previously mentioned HERMES test data. As of the writing of this proceedings (May 2016) the Galah survey has recorded detailed high-resolution, high SNR spectra for about 300,000 stars. From those data, those two abundance catalogues have been calculated: One includes 30,000 stars with 29 elements taken from in K2 fields, and the other contains 200,000 stars with 13 elements.
The GALAH Analysis Pipeline (GAP) conducts the required bookkeeping of the observations, data reduction checks, radial velocity determination, continuum normalization, and operation of the spectrum synthesis determination of abundances. A series of papers outlining the survey goals, observational strategies and detailed pipeline processing are in preparation, expected to be online by late 2016. 
C O N C L U SI O N S
In t his paper we present t he current st at e of t he Iraf reduct ion pipeline for t he GA LA H survey. T he code incorporat es all major st eps needed t o ext ract a one dimensional spect rum from t he acquired images and correct for any known aberrat ions. Sp ect ra are wavelengt h calibrat ed but not flux of t he HERMES spect rograp and laborat ory t est ings, resu first t est s of t he spect rograp In t he near fut ure a mai t rograph is planned. T his wi of focus red arm CCD. T he s also be sought and possibly e t ical element s. T his will chan t rograph, but should not im t oo much. It is expect ed t hat changed, but t he overall pro resolut ion will also have t o change aft er some opt ical ele ut ilize t he opt ical comb (St job, because it produces mu spect rum t han t he T hXe or consist ent quality cont rol, we plat es before and aft er t he m calibrat e t he X e lines' wave t o improve t he wavelengt h c precision of measured radial spect ral noise and not t he w ACK N OW L E D G E M E N T he dat a in t his paper were at t he A ust ralian A st rono t he GA LA H survey (A AO P 2015A / 19).
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CONCLUSIONS
The AAO has finished another very successful spectrograph, the HERMES spectrograph. The spectrograph is facilitating the GALAH Galactic Archeology survey, which is well on its way to achieve the goal of measuring abundances of 1,000,000 stars within the Milky Way. The instrument is performing to specification and the observations are underway.
